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Foot control trolling motor with spot lock

Are you trying to decide on a new i-Pilot motor but not quite clearly understanding the difference between i-Pilot and i-Pilot Link? Read on... Minn Kota's i-Pilot system is a state-of-the-art GPS navigation system that allows a set of advanced features beyond the steering wheel and easy speed. i-Pilot itself does not need to be integrated with anything and
works right outside the box. In other words, you don't need a separate GPS receiver or fish boxer to make it work; GPS recipients are installed in the actual motor. Here are the features included in i-Pilot: Speed and steering wheel: Control speed and steering wheel directly from the remote pedal or i-Pilot legs. Spot Lock: Almost anchor your boat by pressing
a button on the remote pedal or your legs. The motor will automatically engage to ensure you are within a few feet of that position at all times, compensating for any wind and/or current. Save up to 16 different place key positions. Jogging: Move your spot key position five feet into any direction by pressing one of the arrow keys on the AutoPilot remote control:
Allows you to automatically travel on a compass title course or a fixed navigation. Go To: Allows you to instruct your motor to go to one of the key positions your saved place. iTracks: Also known as record-a-track, these features allow you to record and retrace up to 16 different routes, each up to two miles in length. Smartphone Apps: Control basic remote
functionality on your smartphone through new apps and bluetooth connections. Also allows you to download software updates. i-Pilot Remote Control: The i-Pilot link includes all of the above features, but also integrates with your compatible Humminbird fish boxer to enable a set of additional features. i-Pilot Link connects from your motor to your fish boxer
via a 25' ethernet cable that comes with a separately purchased adapter cable. Here are the additional features included in i-Pilot Links: Spot Lock: Just like i-Pilot but you can save up to 2500 different place key positions. iTracks: Just like i-Pilots but you can save up to 66 different tracks. iTrack Offset: Set the specified distance from the recorded route and
your motor will follow the same route at that distance. Backtrack: Retraces your path inversely. Follow Kontour: Follow the underwater contour line. For example, you can instruct your motor to follow the route at a depth of 25'. Contour Offset: Set a set distance from your contours and your motor will follow the contours at that distance. Circle Mode: Your motor
program to surround the position from a fixed distance. Remote i-Pilot Link: Carta Comparison Feature: i-Pilot and i-Pilot Link Download down our i-Pilot Link and i-Pilot Link comparison chart or see the overall picture of the video below: below:
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